
ANNE FRANK: 
Let me be myself Anne Frank's Story: 

Her Life Retold for 

Children 

Carol Ann Lee 

Anne Frank’s Story 

follows Anne Frank from 

her birth in Germany to her imprisonment and 

eventual death in the concentration camps.   

eAudiobook on Wheelers ePlatform 

Anne Frank: The Diary of 

a Young Girl 

Anne Frank, it has been 

said, gave a face and a 

name to the horror of the 

Holocaust. This is her 

story.  eAudiobook  on 

Wheelers ePlatform 

Anne Frank's Tales from the 

Secret Annex 

Less well-known were the 

stories, fables, personal 

reminiscences of Anne Frank 

and too, an unfinished novel - 

now re-issued after being out of 

print for many years.  

eBook on Wheelers ePlatform 

The boy who loved Anne Frank 

Ellen Feldman 

This is the story of what might have 

happened if the Peter, the boy in 

the diary had survived. 

eBook on Wheelers ePlatform 

Renia's diary : a young girl's life in the 

shadow of the Holocaust  

Renia Spiegel 

The long-hidden diary of a young girl caught up 

in the Nazi invasion in 1939.   

Adult Non-fiction 940.5318 SPI 

The sisters of Auschwitz : the true story of 

two Jewish sisters' resistance in the heart of 

Nazi territory 

Roxane van Iperen 

During the Second World War two Jewish 

sisters - Janny and Lien Brilleslijper - run one of 

the largest hideaways in The Netherlands: The 

High Nest, a villa in The Gooi area. Eventually, 

the nest is exposed and the Brilleslijper family 

put on one of the last transports to Auschwitz, 

along with the family of Anne Frank.  

Adult Non-fiction 940.5318 IPE 

The just : how six unlikely heroes saved 

thousands of Jews from the Holocaust 

Jan Brokken 

The inside story of 'the Curacao visa' and one of 

the greatest rescue operations of the twentieth 

century.  Adult Non-fiction 940.5318  BROI 

 

This Rotorua Library pathfinder has been created 

to complement the Anne Frank: Let me be myself 

exhibition at Te Aka Mauri from August to 

October 2022. We have selected just some of the 

books available about Anne Frank or others who 

experienced the Holocaust.  There are also eBooks 

and eAudiobooks in our eLibrary at  

rotorualibrary.govt.nz/elibrary 

  

annefranknz.org.nz 

  

Holocaustcentre.org.nz 
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Corpse talk. Groundbreaking 
women  
Adam and Lisa Murphy 

How did Anne Frank's diary help her 
deal with despair?  Find out about 
Anne and otjher astonishing women 
from history.  Children’s Graphic Novels 

Anne Frank  
Josephine Poole 
What was Anne like as a 
small girl, at home with her 
family and friends; at play 
and at school? And how did 
an ordinary little girl come to 
live such an extraordinary 
and tragically short life? 
Children’s Illustrated Works  

The betrayal of Anne Frank : a cold 

case investigation 

Rosemary Sullivan 

"Who betrayed Anne Frank and her 

family? And why? Despite the many 

works devoted to Anne's story, none 

has ever conclusively explained how 

these eight people managed to live in 

hiding undetected for over two years-- and who or 

what finally brought the Nazis to their door.   
Adult Non-fiction 940.5318 SUL and an eBook on Borrowbox. 

Anne Frank : a complete 

illustrated biography  

Kathleen Perricone 

“'Where there's hope, there's 

life.' So wrote Anne Frank in 

her poignant diary, one of the 

most important -- and 

bestselling -- pieces of 

literature that continues to 

inspire millions around the world, even 75 years after 

her death.    
Adult Non-fiction 940.5318 FRA 

Anne Frank 

Stephen Krensky 

In this biography, discover the 

incredible story of Anne Frank, 

the courageous young writer 

who hid from the Nazis during 

World War II.  

Children’s Non-fiction 920 FRA 

Anne Frank  
Sánchez Vegara, Ma Isabel 
(María Isabel)  
What was Anne like as a small 
girl, at home with her family and 
friends; at play and at school? 
And how did an ordinary little girl 
come to live such an 
extraordinary and tragically 
short life?  
Children’s Picture Books  

Anne Frank's diary : the 
graphic adaptation  
Ari Folman  
This adaptation of Anne 
Frank's Diary of a Young 
Girl into a graphic version 
for a young readership, 
maintains the integrity and 
power of the original work. 
The Diary of a Young Girl is 
an inspiring and tragic 
account of an ordinary life 
lived in extraordinary 
circumstances that has 
enthralled readers for generations  
Teen’s Graphic Novels  

The diary of a young girl: the 

definitive edition 

Anne Frank 

A timeless story rediscovered 

by each new generation, The 

Diary of a Young Girl continues 

to bring to life the experiences 

of Anne Frank, who for a time 

survived the worst horror the 

modern world had seen.  Adult 

Non-fiction 940.5318FRA 

Te Rāaka a tētahi kōhine 

Mason, Te Haumihiata, 

translator  

Anne Frank’s diary translated 

into te reo Māori. 

Māori Non-fiction 920 FRA  

The Frank family that 

survived 

Gordon F. Sander 

Another Frank family goes 

into hiding in 1942, about 

the same time that Anne 

Frank’s family did.The 

difference being that this 

family wasn’t betrayed 

and after their “thousand-

day-long submersion” they journeyed to America. 
Adult Non-fiction 940.5318 SAN  

www.rotorualibrary.govt.nz 
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